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WG111  Safari Art Cards



WG101 ORIGINAL WG102 SEA

Art Cards For Baby
Wee Gallery art cards are created from bold, whimsical, hand-painted originals that cater to a baby’s visual strengths. 
The black and white images and their repeating patterns captivate little ones. Place them in the crib to transform it 
into a wee gallery or use them as flash cards for older children. Each boxed set includes six 5x7” cards with baby-
friendly rounded corners. 

WG103 FARM WG104 GARDEN WG105 JUNGLE

WG107 WOODLANDS WG108 PETS WG109 BLACK AND WHITE



WG882
Organic Bear Throw Pillow
This smiling bear will brighten up your baby’s room in 
any corner of the world! Made from organic cotton 
twill with polyfill, measures 13x15 inches.

WG881
Organic Faces Playmat
Size: 32x42 inches
Shell: 100% Organic Cotton Double Muslin
Inner wadding: Polyfill
Care: Machine washable

Fierce tigers and sweet bears adorn this soft 
and thick ‘wild’ playmat, made in India using 
organic traditional fabrics. The outer fabric 
is a double layer of organic voile making it 
suuuper soft, and polyfill make it machine 
washable for convenience. It’s high contrast 
graphics make it ideal as a playmat. Reversible 
two sided pattern keeps it interesting for 
baby. Comes in a drawstring bag with tassel.

WG883
Organic Tiger Throw Pillow
A Native of India, this sweet tiger will catch your 
baby’s eye! Made from organic cotton twill with 
polyfill,  measures 12x15 inches.

Wee Gallery soft goods are made in South India using organic 
fabrics, and sustainable fair trade practices. The imagery is in 
our signature high contrast style. The fabrics are the softest 
traditional Indian fabrics, and the result is a gorgeous and 
sophisticated addition to your modern nursery.



WG884
Organic Sunshine Playmat
Size: 40 inches diameter
Shell: 100% Organic Cotton Double Muslin
Inner wadding: Polyfill
Care: Machine washable

This reversible playmat features a sun on one side, and stars on the 
other. Made in India using organic traditional fabrics. The outer fabric 
is a double layer of organic voile making it suuuper soft, and polyfill 
makes it machine washable for convenience. It’s high contrast graphics 
make it ideal as a playmat. Reversible two sided pattern keeps it inter-
esting for baby. Comes in a drawstring bag with tassel.

WG885
Organic Starlight Throw 
Pillow with Mirror
Looking in the mirror never gets old! This sensory mirror pillow is great 
for baby’s visual development., and it’s cute design makes sure that it will 
stick around for a long time. Made from organic cotton twill with polyfill,  
measures 15x13 inches. Available in Pink and Grey.

Playmats & Pillows

WG885G Gray

WG885P Pink



WG2032
Organic Sensory Puzzle Ball
This sensory puzzle ball is designed to delight your baby’s 
developing senses. Our signature high-contrast hand 
painted graphics grab baby’s attention visually, while it’s 
textures provide tactile stimulation. It’s gorgeous organic 
fabrics make it the perfect heirloom gift. 5” diameter.

Friends come in all shapes and sizes! Choose 
from Penguin, Lion, Giraffe or Alligator, or get 
them all! Ethically and sustainably made in India 
from organic cotton twill.

WG2031
Organic Sensory Taggy Ball with Rattle
This sensory taggy ball is designed to delight your 
baby’s developing senses. Our signature 
high-contrast hand painted graphics grab baby’s 
attention visually, while it’s textures and rattle 
provide tactile and auditory stimulation. 4” diameter.

WG886 Lion
WG887 Alligator
WG888 Giraffe
WG889 Penguin

N
ursery Friends



WG894 Trees

WG893 Wild

WG895 Splatter

Organic 
Swaddles
Our earth friendly GOTS certified organic muslin swaddles 
make baby, mom, and the planet happy! Generously sized to 
be versatile enough as a swaddle, stroller cover, or in the car 
seat, crib, or changing table. Made in India using organic fabric 
and sustainable practices. Each blanket measures 48x48 inches. 
Sure to become the go-to baby gift because of it’s adorable 
packaging and high quality!

WG861 ZZZs MERINO BLANKETWG863 COUNTING SHEEP MERINO BLANKET WG862 FORTY WINKS MERINO BLANKET

Merino Baby Blankets
Made in India from the softest, ethically sourced Australian merino wool. They feature imagery that new parents 
cherish most - sleep!  Each blanket measures 32x32 inches. 

WG891 Stars



Art Blocks
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In the Wee Gallery Play House your baby will find mesmerizing art that they can focus on at first, and play with later.  
The high-contrast images appeal to babies, children and adults in different ways.  But everyone agrees they’re fun and 
developmentally appropriate for babies from birth to 4 years old.  



Our wee wall decals are designed small to make a big impact in your room! Made in USA using non-toxic materi-
als, these mini stickers are versatile and stylish. They can be placed in a geometric pattern to mimic wallpaper at 
a fraction of the price, or placed irregularly to give the effect of a mural. Each package contains two sheets of 
abount forty each measuring approximately 1 inch.

U S A  M A D EWall Decals

WG345 Scribble Stars WeeCalsWG344 Hot Pink Dots WeeCalsWG340 Painted Dots WeeCals



WG371 Woodland WG373 Safari WG372 Farm

 
Canvas 
Growth 
Charts

O R G A N I C

This growth chart features sweet animal faces that smile as your little one grows. Ethically and sustainably made in India 
using screen printing on organic cotton canvas, finished with a leather hanging cord and stylish fringe end. Comes in a 
special keepsake bag with a place for your child’s name and birth date. Measures 44x13 inches.



WG2001
Russian Nesting Dolls – 
Black and White Animals
Featuring black and white animals, the Panda, 
Penguin, and Raccoon. Made for children 3 and up. 

WG2002
Russian Nesting Dolls – 
Big and Little Cats
Featuring big and little cats, the Lion, Cheetah, 
and Kitty Cat. Made for children 3 and up. 

WG2003
Russian Nesting Dolls – 
Forest Friends
Featuring forest animals, the Bear, Fox 
and Owl. Made for children 3 and up. 

Made in Russia especially for Wee Gallery. Each set of three dolls is 
made from a single piece of wood so that no two sets are alike. The 
biggest animal measures approximately four inches tall. These are not 
meant for babies as the littlest animal might be a choking hazard.
Comes in a gorgeous wooden box for gifting.

Nesting Dolls



Mobiles
WG201 
Kikkerland Photo Mobile 
Turn Wee Gallery art cards into a cool urban mobile 
with the stainless steel Kikkerland mobile kit. Use two 
clips per card. Five cards needed to fill the mobile. To  
face the cards downwards, use four clips per card. When 
baby is older, use the kit to display favorite photos. 

WG202 
Flensted Postcard Mobile
The Flensted mobile works well with Wee Gallery 
cards, using one clip per card. Four cards will fill the  
mobile. When baby is older, the kit can display  
postcards. Handmade in Denmark. Hook and string 
needed to attach mobile to your ceiling.

WG207
In the Clouds Spiral Mobile 
The Cloud Spiral Mobile sends a wispy trail down from 
the clouds as a balloon and two bears in airplanes 
circle around. The wings have two sides with black and 
white on one side, and color on the other. 

WG206 
Garden Spiral Mobile 
The Garden Spiral Mobile sends a twirling vine down 
from the tree as a butterfly and two flowers float in the 
breeze. The flowers and wings have two sides with black 
and white on one side, and color on the other. 



Stroller Cards
These sturdy double-sided cards are great for entertainment at home or on the go. Easily attach to a stroller, 
backpack, or diaper bag. 

WG251
I See Stroller Cards
Play ‘wee spy’ with your baby and watch them connect with the world 
around them. While out and about in the stroller, in the back yard or at home.

WG250
Fruits and Veggies
Stroller Cards
Play ‘I spy’ with your baby at the 
market while getting your shopping 
done! Teach baby to spot fruits and 
veggies, while learning about shapes 
and colors. These five colorful and 
sturdy cards connect together with 
a flexible ring, and easily attach to a 
shopping cart, stroller, backpack, or 
diaper bag. Great for entertainment 
at home or on the go.



WG913
12 Jungle Tattoos
The jungle pack features parrot, 
lion and monkey.

WG918
12 Fantasy Tattoos
The fantasy pack features 
unicorn, fairy and mermaid.

WG915
12 Dino Tattoos
The dino pack features Stego-
saurus, T-Rex and Apatosaurus.

WG920
12 Pets Tattoos
The pets pack features bunny, 
kitty and dog.

WG919
12 Sea Tattoos
The sea pack features seahorse, 
jellyfish & whale.

WG921
12 Party Tattoos
The party pack features bear, 
bunny and kitty.

WG917
12 Forest Tattoos
The forest pack features owl, fox 
and deer.

Wee Gallery’s line of temporary tattoos bring favorite animals into wee 
one’s world in a whole new way - for a little while anyway. Made in the USA.

Store pack contains 
5 each of 8 styles.

WG922
Origami Tattoos
The origami pack features crane, 
fish and fox.

Tattoos

WG924
6 GOLD Pixie Tattoos
The pixie pack features flowers 
and jewelry pieces.

WG924
6 GOLD FierceTattoos
The Fierce pack features a tiger,
cheetah and beetle.

U S A  M A D E



Use scribbles or paint, collage or markers to find creative ways to dress up the animals! Each little 5x3.5 inch book 
features 32 pages of animals, which you can add outfits too. Perfectly sized for little hands, they can be easily packed 
for restaurant or car trips.  

WG611 FOX DRESS UP WG612 PIG DRESS UPWG614 CAT DRESS UP

WG615 DOG DRESS UP WG613 BUNNY DRESS UPWG616 BEAR DRESS UP

Activity Books U S A  M A D E



USA 
Wee Gallery Inc.
US Toll Free 888.257.7257
International 1.727.480.9804
Web www.weegallery.com
Email sales@weegallery.com

CANADA 
Monarch Distributing
Web www.monarchdistributing.ca
Email info@monarchdistributing.ca

UK
Putumayo Music UK Ltd
Email rachel@putumayo.eu 
Email teresa@putumayo.eu

EUROPE 
Kidzpiration
Web www.kidzpiration.nl
Email info@kidzpiration.nl

A C T I V I T Y  C A R D
F O R  K I D S

Blank Greeting Cards 
Give a card that baby can appreciate! Fifteen of your favorite animals available as 5X7” greetings screen-printed in the 
USA on FSC-certified creamy white uncoated stock. Blank inside. Comes with a beautiful colored envelope.

WG455 FOX    

WG470 D.U.BUNNY WG471 D.U.FOX 

WG4O4 OWL

WG442 LION

WG467 BUNNY

G
reetings
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